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Abstract: Pediatric sepsis is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in children globally. Children who require the pediatric 
intensive care unit (PICU) are at high risk for new or worsening co-morbidities, as well as readmission. This review describes the 
current state of protocolized follow-up after pediatric sepsis requiring PICU admission. We searched Medline and EMBASE databases 
for studies published in English from 2005 to date. Duplicates, review articles, abstracts and poster presentations were excluded; 
neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) patients were also excluded since neonatal sepsis is variably defined and differs from the pediatric 
consensus definition. The search yielded 418 studies of which 55 were duplicates; the subsequent 363 studies were screened for 
inclusion criteria, yielding 31 studies for which full article screening was completed. Subsequently, 23 studies were excluded due to 
wrong population (9), wrong publication type (10), duplicate data (3) or wrong outcome (1). In total, nine studies were included for 
which we described study design, setting, population, sample size, outcomes, PICU core outcome domain, and results. There were 4 
retrospective cohort studies, 4 prospective cohort studies, 1 retrospective case series and no prospective trials. These studies show the 
varying trajectories of recovery after discharge, with the common finding that new or worsening morbidities are worse within months 
of discharge, but may persist. Sepsis survivors may have distinct needs and a different post-PICU trajectory compared to other 
critically ill children, particularly in quality of life and neurocognitive outcomes. Future research should focus on developing screening 
protocols and studying protocolized follow-up trials to reduce morbidity after pediatric sepsis. 
Keywords: children, outcome, critical care, infection

Introduction
Pediatric sepsis is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in children globally.1–4 Pediatric sepsis, as defined by the 
2005 International Pediatric Sepsis Consensus Conference (IPSCC), is systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) 
in the presence of infection.5 Though sepsis mortality has decreased over the past decade, due in part to improvements in 
early recognition and timely initial management, it is estimated that mortality is still 10–20% for severe sepsis1,6 and that 
over one-third of children that die in pediatric intensive care units (PICUs) have sepsis.6 Of those that survive, children 
with sepsis are at high risk of readmission7,8 as well as new or worsening cognitive, physical and psychosocial deficits.9

The presence of new comorbidities after pediatric sepsis raises the question of whether protocolized screening and 
follow-up should exist for these patients and, if so, how to structure this follow-up to optimally identify and manage new 
medical conditions and decrease readmissions. In adults, there exists a framework for screening patients after sepsis, 
including evaluation for new functional disability, swallowing impairment, or mental health concern, along with 
reviewing medications and screening for common, preventable causes of medical deterioration.10 Within adult sepsis, 
observational data suggests referral to rehabilitation within 90 days of discharge is associated with lower 10-year 
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mortality (compared to propensity matched controls).11 Additionally, there have been multiple trials of post-discharge 
rehabilitation interventions for survivors after critical illness in general, with some benefit.10 One trial, in which patients 
were randomized to bundled primary care intervention versus usual care, patients receiving the intervention demonstrated 
improvement in 5 out of 64 functional outcomes.12 Another trial, in which patients were randomized patients to usual 
care or nurse navigator program after discharge, showed that patients receiving the intervention had lower rate of either 
mortality or re-hospitalization within 30 days of discharge13 and 1 year of discharge.14

Pediatric patients similarly have shown new or worsening functional outcomes after sepsis requiring intensive care.9 

However, much of post-ICU follow-up in children has focused on post-intensive care syndrome in children (PICS-p) 
among the general PICU population.15 PICS-p describes the physical, emotional, cognitive and social domains of health 
which may be affected after critical illness. Multidisciplinary post-PICU follow-up has been shown to decrease 
psychiatric morbidity.16 Additional research is needed to identify the highest risk patients and effectiveness of 
interventions.17 While PICS-p may account for some of the new or worsening functional status after pediatric sepsis, 
comparisons of PICU sepsis vs non-sepsis patients demonstrated increased odds of new respiratory failure, nutritional 
dependence, and chronic kidney disease after sepsis.9 Moreover, there is physiologic plausibility for worsened neuro-
cognitive outcomes in sepsis due to neuroinflammation, increased blood-brain-barrier permeability, delirium, and 
abnormal cerebral perfusion.18 Given the particular vulnerability of pediatric sepsis patients, the aim of this review is 
to describe the current state of protocolized follow-up after pediatric sepsis requiring ICU admission.

Materials and Methods
We searched MEDLINE and Embase for full-text articles published in English from 2005 to February 3, 2023. We 
intentionally selected articles published from 2005 onwards not only to focus on current literature, but also to select 
studies which reflect the 2005 IPSCC consensus definition of pediatric sepsis.5 We used the search terms “pediatric”, 
“child*”, “adolescent*” AND “sepsis” AND “critical care”, “intensive care” AND “follow-up” “post-intensive” “survi-
vor” found in titles or abstracts.

We used the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA)19 to report the study 
search, screening, and selection process. We used the following search phrases in Medline and EMBASE databases:

Medline search phrase:
(((pediatric OR child OR adolescent[Title/Abstract]) AND (sepsis[Title/Abstract]) AND (intensive care OR critical 

care [Title/Abstract])) AND (post-intensive OR follow-up OR survivor[Title/Abstract]))
EMBASE search phrase:
(pediatric:ab OR child:ab OR adolescent:ab) AND sepsis:ab AND ((‘pediatric’/exp OR pediatric) AND intensive 

AND (‘care’/exp OR care) OR critical) AND (‘care’/exp OR care) AND ((‘post intensive’:ab OR follow:ab) AND up:ab 
OR survivor:ab)

The studies identified in these databases were then assessed for duplicates, which were removed. The remaining 
studies were screened by two authors for inclusion (ARR and JCF); items flagged for inclusion by either reviewer then 
underwent full article screening. All authors participated in full article screening and discussion of final studies to 
include. We excluded review articles, abstracts, poster presentations and articles published in languages other than 
English. We excluded neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) patients since neonatal sepsis is variably defined and differs 
from the pediatric consensus definition.20 We also excluded secondary analyses of studies that were already included, in 
order to avoid duplicating data. Citations included in key publications were manually reviewed to supplement literature 
search. Articles were assessed for quality, design, size, and incorporation of post-ICU follow-up for pediatric sepsis 
patients. Studies were evaluated for risk of bias based on Quality in Prognosis Studies (QUIPS) criteria.21 We described 
the study design, setting, population, sample size, outcomes, and results of the final studies. We additionally specified the 
core outcome domain of each study, to align with efforts in the PICU community to define a core set of outcomes.22 

Given the variability of follow-up intervals, we additionally mapped the findings of the included studies by follow-up 
interval (in relation to hospital discharge), to better visualize the time-course of new or worsening co-morbidities.
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Results
Overview
Our search yielded 418 studies (Medline 167, EMBASE 251), of which 55 were duplicates (Figure 1). The subsequent 
363 studies were screened for inclusion criteria, yielding 31 studies for which full article screening was completed. 
Subsequently, 23 studies were excluded due to wrong population (9), wrong publication type (10), duplicate data (3) or 
wrong outcome (1). Citations included in key publications were manually reviewed to supplement literature search, 
yielding one additional study. In total, nine studies were included in the final version of this review, for which we 
describe study design, setting, population, sample size, outcomes, PICU core outcome domain, and results (Table 1). 
There were 4 retrospective cohort studies, 4 prospective cohort studies, 1 retrospective case series and no prospective 
trials. Six studies were single center and three were multicenter, with inclusion of data from 18 countries. The sample 
size ranged from 45 to 5150 patients. Regarding outcome measures, seven studies used formal assessments such as 
intelligence quotient (IQ) testing, Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory, Pediatric Overall Performance Category (POPC) 
scale, Pediatric Cerebral Performance Category (PCPC) scale, and Functional Status Scale (FSS). Two studies used 
institution- or study-specific measures of new or worsening functional status. Time to follow-up ranged from hospital 
discharge to fourteen years post-discharge (Figure 2). We further categorized the outcomes by PICU core outcome 
domains of cognitive function (3), emotional function (0), physical function (1) and overall health (6). Only one study 
described a protocol for clinical follow-up after sepsis in the PICU.23

Single Center Studies
The single center studies in this review included populations in the United States, Australia, Canada, and India. The 
oldest included study25 was a retrospective case series, over nearly two decades, of children in Australia with refractory 

Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram of study identification, screening and selection. 
Notes: Identification of studies via databases (left) was completed using Embase and Medline, from which 55 duplicate studies were removed prior to screening. 363 records 
were screened and 332 did not meet initial inclusion criteria. Remaining 31 reports were fully reviewed and assessed for eligibility, ultimately yielding 8 eligible studies. There 
was one study identified via other methods (right), which was through manual citation search. A total of 9 studies were included. PRISMA figure adapted from Haddaway NR, 
Page MJ, Pritchard CC, McGuinness LA. PRISMA2020: An R package and Shiny app for producing PRISMA 2020-compliant flow diagrams, with interactivity for optimised 
digital transparency and Open Synthesis. Campbell Syst Rev. 2022;18(2):e1230.24 Creative Commons.
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Table 1 Studies Describing Follow-Up After Pediatric Sepsis Requiring Intensive Care

Author, Year Study Design Setting Sample Outcomes and Results

Maclaren et al, 

200725

Retrospective case series of 

children with septic shock requiring 

venoarterial ECMO

PICU in Australia 

1988 to 2006

Children with refractory septic shock requiring VA 

ECMO, yielding 45 patients

Outcome: POPC at follow-up (0.3–14 years post 

discharge) 

Outcome: Overall Health 
Results: 13 had no disability, 5 had mild disability, and 3 

had moderate disability (remainder died)

Farris et al, 201326 Retrospective cohort study of 

pediatric sepsis survivors

104 pediatric 

centers in 18 

countries 
2002–2005

Children 38 weeks to 17 years of age who survived to 

28 days, yielding 363 patients (sub analysis of RESOLVE: 

REsearching severe Sepsis and Organ dysfunction in 
children: a gLobal perspectiVE)

Outcome: Decline in functional status on POPC (≥3 

change from baseline) at 28 days 

Outcome Core Domain: Overall Health 
Results: 34% of survivors had decline in functional status 

at 28 days, with 18% that had “poor” functional outcome

Sidhu et al, 201527 Retrospective cohort study 

assessing neurocognitive outcomes 

after congenital heart surgery in 
infancy

Referral center in 

Western Canada 

1996 to 2009

Infants <6 weeks of age undergoing cardiopulmonary 

bypass for congenital heart surgery (502 total patients) 

who developed perioperative sepsis (97 patients)

Outcome: Full-scale, performance, and verbal IQ on 

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence, 4.5 

years after surgery 
Outcome Core Domain: Cognitive 

Results: Perioperative sepsis and ECMO were associated 

with adverse neurocognitive outcomes on multivariable 
regression

Kaur et al, 201628 Prospective case-control study 
comparing children with sepsis- 

associated encephalopathy with 

matched controls

PICU in India Children aged 4–12 years with sepsis associated 
encephalopathy (defined as GCS <13 in the absence of 

seizures or abnormal lumbar puncture) 

Compared 50 cases with healthy age-matched controls

Outcome: IQ testing (Malin’s Intelligence Scale for Indian 
Children: full IQ, verbal IQ and performance IQ) at 3–9 

months post discharge 

Outcome Core Domain: Cognitive Health 
Results: Children with sepsis-associated encephalopathy 

had significantly worse mean verbal IQ and full IQ scores

Killien et al, 201929 Retrospective cohort study 

assessing quality of life after sepsis 
admission

Single center floor 

and PICU in US 
2012–2015

Children aged 1 month to 21 years admitted to floor or 

ICU with sepsis, yielding 790 patients (191 in PICU)

Outcome: Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory (baseline, 

admission, and post-discharge) 
Outcome Core Domain: Overall Health 

Results: 38.5% of ICU patients (compared to 21.9% of 

those without an ICU stay) with failure to recover 
baseline health-related quality at follow-up (median 31 

days)
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Zimmerman et al, 

202030

Prospective cohort-outcome study 

assessing quality of life after 

community acquired septic shock

Twelve US academic 

PICUs 2013–2017

Children from 1 month to < 18 years of age, with 389 

total patients in cohort

Outcome: Death or deterioration of HRQL from 

baseline (>25% below baseline at 3 months) using either 

Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory or the Stein-Jessop 
Functional Status Scale 

Outcome Core Domain: Overall Health 

Results: At 1-, 3-, 6-, and 12-months post-discharge, 50%, 
37%, 30%, and 35% (respectively) had not returned to 

baseline

Sankar et al, 

202131

Prospective observational cohort 

study assessing critically ill children 

with sepsis

Tertiary PICU in 

India 2017–2019

Children aged 2 months to 17 years old admitted to 

PICU with severe sepsis yielding 121 patients

Outcome: “New disability” (≥1 change from baseline 

POPC and PCPC) at discharge, 3 months, and 1-year 

post-discharge 
Outcome Core Domain: Cognitive & Overall Health 

Results: At discharge, 51% had “new overall disability” in 

POPC and 28% had “new cognitive disability” in PCPC, 
which decreased at 3 months and 1 year

Fitzgerald et al, 
202123

Prospective cohort study of PICU 
sepsis patients identified via 

retrospective case series

Quaternary PICU in 
US 2018–2019

Children (any age) admitted to the PICU with sepsis 
yielding 80 patients

Outcome: Follow-up after PICU sepsis; screening of low 
to medium complexity patients for new morbidity 

Outcome Core Domain: Overall Health 

Results: 20 patients were referred to care coordination, 
13 had subspecialty follow-up; 20 had follow-up with 

Pediatric Sepsis Program (remainder were inpatient, 

followed elsewhere, lost to follow-up, or died)

Carlton et al, 

20229

Retrospective cohort study 

comparing new or progression of 
co-morbidities in PICU sepsis 

patients vs non-sepsis PICU patients

PICUs in the US 

(using national 
administrative 

claims database) 

2010–2018

Children <19 years old admitted to PICU 

Compared 5150 sepsis survivors to 96,361 non-sepsis 
survivors

Outcome: New or progression of 4 conditions (chronic 

respiratory failure, seizure disorder, supplemental 
nutritional dependence, and chronic kidney disease) 

within 6 months of discharge 

Outcome Core Domain: Physical Health 
Results: Of 5150 sepsis survivors, 19% reported 

development and/or progression of a co-morbid 

condition

Abbreviations: IQ, intelligence quotient; FSS, Functional Status Scale; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; PCPC, Pediatric Cerebral Performance Category; PICU, Pediatric Intensive Care Unit; POPC, Pediatric Overall Performance Category; 
VA ECMO, venoarterial extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.
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septic shock which required venoarterial extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (VA ECMO). The range of follow up 
was also the largest of included studies (0.3–14 years). Of 45 patients, approximately half (24) died, 13 had no disability, 
5 had mild disability, and 3 had moderate disability based on POPC at time of follow up.

Sidhu et al27 specifically investigated infants with congenital heart disease who developed perioperative sepsis. The 
study included 502 infants in Western Canada who were less than 6 weeks of age and underwent cardiopulmonary bypass 
for congenital heart disease, 97 of whom developed perioperative sepsis. Using multivariable regression, the study found 
that perioperative sepsis was associated with adverse neurocognitive outcomes, as measured on full-scale, performance, 
and verbal IQ (using Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence) 4.5 years after surgery.

There were two prospective cohort studies in India, one of which investigated POPC and PCPC up to 1 year after 
sepsis requiring intensive care31 and another which looked specifically at children with sepsis-associated 
encephalopathy.28 The former found that 51% had “new overall disability” (≥1 change from baseline) in POPC and 
28% had “new cognitive disability” in PCPC at discharge, which decreased at 3 months and 1 year. At 1 year, only 5% 
had residual disability using POPC and 14% using PCPC. The latter study28 compared 50 cases of children with sepsis 
associated encephalopathy (defined as Glasgow Coma Scale <13 in the absence of seizures or abnormal lumbar puncture) 
to healthy age-matched controls. Using Malin’s Intelligence Scale for Indian Children (inclusive of full IQ, verbal IQ and 
performance IQ), the investigators found that children with sepsis-associated encephalopathy had significantly worse 
mean verbal IQ and full IQ scores at 3–9 months post discharge.

In the United States, a single center study of children with sepsis (both inpatient and in the PICU) showed that 24% of 
patients failed to recover baseline health-related quality at median follow-up of 1 month.29 ICU admission was associated 
with failure to recover baseline health-related quality, with 38.5% of ICU patients failing to recover as compared to 
21.9% of those without an ICU stay.

Lastly, Fitzgerald et al23 published a prospective analysis of protocolized follow up of retrospectively identified sepsis 
patients in a quaternary PICU in the US. The study identified 80 children with sepsis requiring PICU care and outlined a 
workflow for structured follow-up (Figure 3), stratified by medical complexity, in order to identify and treat new co- 

Figure 2 Follow-up intervals & outcomes of included studies. 
Notes: Each included study is illustrated in chronological order based on follow-up interval in relation to discharge (with exception of Fitzgerald et al, 2021, which describes 
a follow-up protocol). This figure shows varying trajectories of recovery after discharge. 
Abbreviations: IQ, intelligence quotient; FSS, Functional Status Scale; PCPC, Pediatric Cerebral Performance Category; PICU, Pediatric Intensive Care Unit; POPC, 
Pediatric Overall Performance Category; VA ECMO, venoarterial extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.
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morbidities. Of the 80 patients, 20 were referred to care coordination, 13 had subspecialty follow-up; 20 had follow-up 
with the institutional Pediatric Sepsis Program (remainder were inpatient, followed elsewhere, lost to follow-up, or died).

Multi-Center Studies
There were three large, multicenter studies which investigated functional outcomes in pediatric sepsis patients. The 
earliest multi-center study included in this review32 was a sub-analysis of 363 patients enrolled in RESOLVE: 
REsearching severe Sepsis and Organ dysfunction in children: a gLobal perspectiVE. The study included children 
from 104 pediatric centers in 18 countries from 2002 to 2005. Using decline in POPC (≥3 change from baseline), 
the study found 34% of survivors had decline in functional status at 28 days. In 2020, Zimmerman et al30 

prospectively assessed health related quality of life (HRQL) using Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory (PedsQL) 
or Functional Status Scale (FSS) after community acquired septic shock. The study included 389 children from 12 
academic PICUs in the United States from 2013 to 2017. The investigators found that at 1-, 3-, 6-, and 12-months 
post-discharge, 50%, 37%, 30%, and 35% (respectively) of children had not returned to baseline. Finally, Carlton 
et al9 completed a retrospective comparison of PICU sepsis patients to non-sepsis PICU patients in the US using a 
national administrative claims database. They compared 5150 sepsis survivors to 96,361 non-sepsis survivors and 
found 19% reported development and/or progression of a co-morbid condition (defined as one of the following: 
chronic respiratory failure, seizure disorder, supplemental nutritional dependence, and chronic kidney disease) within 
6 months of discharge.

Figure 3 Screening and Follow-up for PICU Sepsis Survivors. 
Notes: Example of screening and follow-up workflow described by Fitzgerald et al, 2021, which stratifies patients based on medical complexity in order to determine most 
appropriate follow-up provider. Adapted from Fitzgerald JC, Kelly N-A, Hickey C, et al. Implementation of a Follow-Up System for Pediatric Sepsis Survivors in a Large 
Academic Pediatric Intensive Care Unit. Front Pediatr. 2021;9:691692.23 

Abbreviations: PICU, Pediatric Intensive Care Unit; MODS, multiple organ dysfunction syndrome; PSP, Pediatric Sepsis Program; PCP, primary care provider; CHOP, 
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia; PT/OT, physical therapy/occupational therapy.
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Discussion
These nine studies describe structured follow-up after pediatric sepsis requiring intensive care, in order to identify new or 
worsening medical conditions. The majority of these studies illustrate the persistence of functional decline in a proportion 
of survivors up to weeks, months, or years after discharge despite improvements with time. This is in keeping with prior 
assessments of the burden of sepsis-related morbidity; however, it appears the true trajectory after sepsis is quite variable. 
Based on the largest multicenter study evaluating health-related quality of life (HRQL) after sepsis, three-month follow 
was proposed as the optimal time since decline of HRQL peaked at 1 month, decreased by 3 months and then persisted to 
one year.30 Similar trends were observed by Sankar et al31 at three months, however at one year the majority of patients 
had returned to baseline, compared with nearly one-third of patients in the multicenter study who had deterioration of 
HRQL from baseline at 1 year.30 The trajectory observed in critically ill children is also variable, but seems to peak a few 
months after discharge and improve after one year.33,34 We mapped the follow-up interval and findings from the included 
studies to show persistence of deficits at all time points (Figure 2). Although there were deficits noted at >1 year, these 
two studies were in congenital heart disease patients27 and children requiring VA ECMO,25 populations which have 
additional risk factors. A limitation of these all these studies is that some of the sickest patients may die during the 
follow-up period or be lost to follow-up. Moreover, we know that many patients with sepsis are readmitted, thus 
incurring additional risk of functional decline. A recent single center study found that approximately 33% of patients 
hospitalized with sepsis were readmitted within 90 days.7 Of those, almost half (45%) were readmitted with an infectious 
diagnosis (namely respiratory infection or sepsis). The high rate of readmission with an infectious etiology prompts the 
question of whether these children should undergo workup for primary immunodeficiency, which puts them at risk for 
repeat infection. While there are not specific guidelines for immunology/immunodeficiency workup, this is an area of 
active investigation35 and warrants additional study.

Not surprisingly, most of the studies used outcomes which correspond to the PICU core outcome domain of overall 
health (ie health-related quality of life). Cognitive outcomes were the second most common core outcome domain, which 
may be related to the unique pathophysiology of sepsis including neuroinflammation, permeability of blood–brain barrier 
and abnormal cerebral perfusion.18 Additionally, the management of shock includes decreasing metabolic demand, often 
with intubation and sedation, which can increase risk for delirium.36 Sepsis-associated encephalopathy is well character-
ized in adults,37 with emerging pediatric data. Thus far there are no specific diagnostic criteria for sepsis associated 
encephalopathy in children, however there are studies demonstrating biomarker, EEG, and imaging abnormalities in 
pediatric sepsis patients.38–40 Given this, it appears that neurocognitive outcomes may require special attention, distinct 
from general “overall health” metrics. The relative under-representation of emotional or physical core outcomes, while 
somewhat captured in the “overall health” domain, may represent additional areas for further research.

There was only one study which described prospective screening and protocolized follow-up of sepsis survivors,23 

which aimed to coordinate post-discharge follow-up based on medical complexity (Figure 3). Patients with high medical 
complexity underwent “Complex Care” team consultation to determine whether they should follow-up with primary care, 
subspecialists, or a clinic devoted to high medical complexity patients (Compass Care). The remaining low complexity 
children were followed up by the Pediatric Sepsis Program (PSP), which used a telephone assessment 2–3 months after 
discharge to screen for new morbidity. The assessment was institution-specific with input from PICU providers, Physical 
Medicine & Rehabilitation physicians, physical, occupational, and speech therapists, a hospital-school liaison, a family 
advocate, a neuropsychologist, and program coordinators. Domains assessed included feeding, school participation and 
performance, social functioning, communication, attention, endurance, developmental milestones, emotions, and pain. 
Patients with a positive screen were referred to the appropriate therapy. This was a small pilot study so outcomes were 
not compared to usual care, however this would be an important next step.

This review has several limitations including a small number of studies and only one structured screening/follow-up 
protocol for pediatric sepsis survivors. We intentionally excluded neonatal studies given the differences in sepsis 
diagnosis and management, but there is opportunity to learn from implementation of screening and follow-up in this 
high-risk group. The establishment of NICU follow-up clinics to support families after discharge41 is much more 
prevalent compared to emerging PICU follow-up clinics.42 Utilization of PICU follow-up clinics is one potential 
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mechanism that may reduce morbidity after sepsis. Clinical trials are needed to determine the optimal type and timing of 
follow-up as well as to compare outcomes with protocolized follow-up to usual care.

Another limitation is that the constructs of post-intensive care syndrome (PICS-p) and the PICU core outcomes are 
relatively new and understudied. We intentionally used these constructs to align with our field and to help frame the 
elements of post-sepsis follow-up. However, sepsis may differ from general critical illness and sepsis-specific outcomes 
may be needed. While we intentionally excluded screening/protocols for general post-PICU follow-up, this may be 
starting point for intervention, while acknowledging that sepsis survivors may have distinct needs and a different post- 
PICU trajectory. The included studies clearly show the increased risk of sepsis patients for worse neurocognitive and 
overall health, which should be key outcomes considered in future development of screening and follow-up.

Conclusion
This review synthesizes the current state of post-sepsis outcomes, reflecting the need to focus on preventing and reducing 
sepsis morbidity. The included studies show the varying trajectories of recovery after discharge, with the common finding 
that new or worsening morbidities are worse within months of discharge, but may persist. Sepsis survivors may have 
distinct needs and a different post-PICU trajectory compared to other critically ill children, particularly in quality of life 
and neurocognitive outcomes. Future research should focus on developing screening protocols and studying protocolized 
follow-up trials to reduce morbidity after pediatric sepsis.
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